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Discover how lunar phases can be used to measure time
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Materie din programă
Solar System

Marea idee ştiinţifică

Cuvinte-cheie
Islamic Heritage

Grupa de vârstă
6 - 14

Nivel de studii
Primary School, Middle School

Timp
1h30

Dimensiune grup
Group

Supraveghere din motive de
siguranţă
Supervised

Costuri
Low (< ~5 EUR)

Loc
Indoors (small, e.g. classroom)

Competenţe de bază
Planning and carrying out
investigations

Tip de activitate de învăţare
Partial enquiry

SCURTĂ DESCRIERE
In this activity children will build and use a Moon calendar. A template is provided which
contains the full cycle of lunar phases. The children compare the Moon phases with the real
Moon as they observe it in the sky and count the days within a month.

SCOPURI
The children become acquainted with a lunar calendar and learn that there is more than one
way to measure time throughout the year than to use Earth's orbit around the Sun. By using the
lunar calendar, the children reinforce their knowledge about lunar phases and learn to observe
them on a daily basis. In doing so, they also develop a sense for the pace of how the phases
change and the duration of the full lunar cycle.

OBIECTIVE DE ÎNVĂŢARE
After this activity the children will be able to:

ˆ explain the difference between a lunar and a solar calendar.
ˆ name the number of days that are in a lunar month.
ˆ explain why a lunar calendar does not follow the seasons.

EVALUARE
ˆ Ask the children how a common year is defined (one full orbit of the Earth around the

Sun). 
ˆ Ask the children on which celestial object a lunar calendar is based. Ask them how we

know when a lunar month has passed (lunar month = one full cycle of lunar phases).
ˆ When working with the lunar calendar, ask the children how many days are in a lunar

month, i.e. the duration between two identical phases (between 29 and 30, 29.5 to be
exact).
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ˆ Let the children calculate the number of days that are in a lunar year of 12 lunar months
(629+630=354). Ask them by how many days that differs from our common calendar
(approx. 11). Are the seasons connected to the solar year or the moon phases (solar
year)? What does that mean for the seasons when using a moon calendar (they shift)?

MATERIAL
ˆ A Moon calendar set consisting of two discs (provided)
ˆ Scissors
ˆ A round split pin

INFORMAŢII DE BAZĂ
A lunar calendar is a calendar that is based on the cycle of the Moon phases. As there are
slightly more than twelve lunations in a solar year, the period of 12 lunar months (354 days) is
shorter than a solar year (365 days). Many cultures use Moon calendars, among them the
Muslims. Since the Islamic calendar has a year that always consists of 12 lunar months, the
Islamic calendar is not linked with the seasons! This is different for e.g. the Jewish calendar
which adds a thirteenth lunar month every two or three years to correct for the divergence
between the lunar and solar calendars.

DESCRIEREA COMPLETĂ A ACTIVITĂŢII
Cut out the two discs, carefully maintaining their round shape. On Disc 2 carefully cut out the
two small white windows, so that you can see through them. Now make a small hole in the
centre of both discs and fix them together with a split pin. You can now see the Moon images
through the opened window. Look for the image with the yellow dot and write below the
number 1. Turn the upper disc in a counter-clockwise to the left. Complete the numbers below
all images of the waxing Moon, from 1 to 28. On a clear night take the calendar outside and
look for the Moon. Compare its shape with the images of the calendar and follow the Moon
phases throughout the following days!
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The Moon calendar viewer. (Credits: Scorza)
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The Moon calendar viewer. (Credits: Scorza)

CURRICULUM

Space Awareness curricula topics (EU and South Africa)

The journey of ideas, Solar System 

CONCLUZIE
This activity introduces the lunar calendar. It uses the lunar phases to showcase the
fundamental natural cycle it is based on. The children apply their knowledge of lunar phases
and, by using the tool provided for this activity, they compare the inherent periods with the
solar calendar. In order to reach conclusions, they have to conduct their own observations of
the lunar phases during a month.
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This resource was selected and revised by Space Awareness. Space Awareness is funded by the
European Commission's Horizon 2020 Programme under grant agreement nº 638653
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